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Stay ahead of the curve by gaining invaluable insights into current market trends with
Market Curve. Due to the recent volatility in the market, Foodbuy, Envision, and Healthcare
are working together to bring you the latest commodity updates influencing pricing in our
industry. This publication is designed to capture price increases caused by inflation, how it
impacts our business, what we’re doing to mitigate it, and ways to drive cost savings in your
business. This frequently issued publication contains key pricing indicators to strengthen your
purchasing power.

It’s that time of the year when burgers become all the rage. BBQ and
patio season is officially open! Following inflation trends over the last
two quarters, we know beef as a protein is expected to see the highest
increase due to inflation. With that in mind, let’s ensure we are using the
products most suitable for our business.

O N N AT I O N A L
HAMBURGER DAY
M AY 2 8 T H

When considering burgers, the adage has always been; “the cheapest burgers
are the ones you make yourself.” But that’s not always true. We contract our
meat proteins based on use and volume, and we always need to consider
execution. Having a burger already produced for us to spec eliminates a lot of
potential risks such as over portioning, spoilage, labor, and other factors that
can produce food waste.
When sourcing burgers around $1.00, we recommend Coyote Jacks 4oz Raw
Burger by Belmont. At $1.17 per patty into unit, it fits every budget.
If your chefs are considering making their own, into unit price on our Belmont
contracted ground beef is as follows when made into 4oz burgers:
•
80% medium
$1.32
•
85% lean
$1.39
Labour costs should also be taken into consideration when making
burgers in-house.
Category

SCC

Description

Burgers - Fresh - Frozen

10060597353603

Coyote Jack's 4 oz. burger

Ground Beef - Fresh - Frozen

10060597353528

Beef Medium Ground 80 % Frozen 2/2.5 Kg

Ground Beef - Fresh - Frozen

10060597353504

Beef Ground Lean 85 % Frozen 2/2.5 Kg

Work with your Sector Chefs and FIMs to better understand all the
options for your sector and why certain SKUs are preferred.

Commodity Update

While potatoes are not a globally traded commodity, they are the leading
agricultural commodity in North America. Potatoes are a staple in most kitchens
because of their versatility and ability to complement almost any centre-ofplate item.
Factors that can influence agricultural commodities include poor harvest,
such as the potato wart detected in crops from PEI last Fall affecting exports
to the US, and poor weather conditions. And with all commodities, changes in
demand have a direct impact on pricing. Other inflation factors include the rise
in cost of shipping, production, and the Russia-Ukraine war obstructing crops
from overseas. Potato prices are expected to rise by as much as 30% this year.
Resource: https://www.farminglife.com/
country-and-farming/potato-costs-set-to-riseby-30-3572327

